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ABSTRACT Operational space formulation has been used for robots to perform multi-tasks by taking
advantage of dynamic consistency. Bias acceleration, which is an acceleration realized right after applying
the control torque to a robot, compensates for the acceleration due to the higher priority tasks, thereby
achieving the goal of the tasks with lower priority. Since the operational space formulation requires many
computations during real-time control, there is a strong need to reduce the number of computations.
We proposed an efficient acceleration-level bias acceleration formula while showing that the original bias
acceleration formula could take 30-50% of the total computation for the operational space formulation.
Moreover, we clarified the underlying time precedence of bias acceleration, which was implicitly provided
in the original formula but was never clearly explained. Further, we have proved that the inefficiency of the
original formula is due to the use of unnecessary full robot dynamics, the use of which is almost entirely
eliminated in the proposed formula. Through extensive simulations and experiments, we have verified that
the proposed formula needs 2-4% computations of the original, is independent of the Coriolis/centrifugal
torque and the gravity torque, and is equivalent to the original formula. We expect that, with a deeper
understanding of the bias acceleration, the proposed bias acceleration formula could promote the use of
high degrees-of-freedom robots.

INDEX TERMS Bias acceleration, efficient formula, large degrees-of-freedom robot, operational space
formulation.

I. INTRODUCTION
This paper concerns itself with implementing the operational
space formulation (OSF) [1]–[5]. Specifically, we propose an
acceleration-level bias acceleration formula (BAF), which is
substantially more efficient than the original BAF [2], equiva-
lent to the original BAF, and does not need the robot dynamics
except for the joint space (JS) inertia matrix, unlike the origi-
nal BAF [2]. Moreover, we discuss the time precedence of the
bias acceleration [3], which needs to be well -understood for
the implementation of OSF but seems not well -appreciated
for some real implementations [6]. Further, we show that
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the significant computational effort to implement the original
BAF is because of the use of unnecessary full robot dynamics,
the use of which is eliminated in the proposed acceleration-
level BAF.

The need to work, cooperate, assist, and interact with
humans in unstructured environments implies that robots may
need to have much larger degrees-of-freedom (DOFs) than
the classical industrial robots [7]. The high DOFs robots
could offer improved versatility by exploiting the kinematic
redundancy allowing additional tasks besides the primary
task.

The OSF [1]–[5] – a prominent force-based task-oriented
framework for whole robot dynamics coordination and con-
trol [8] – allows the robots to perform multiple tasks in a
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decoupled manner thanks to the dynamic consistency [9],
[10] even for a robot with a large number of DOFs. Specifi-
cally, the joint control torques based on the OSF designed to
achieve lower priority tasks do not affect the acceleration of
higher priority tasks [6], [7]. This essential advantage allows
the adoption of the OSF in wide robotic applications, includ-
ing multi-arm systems [9], humanoid robots [2], [3], [5], [11],
free-flying space robots [12], and underwater robots [13],
even until recent years [14]–[24].

The OSF may be summarized as follows [1], [5]. First,
one prioritizes desired tasks: constraints that should be sat-
isfied, operational tasks, and postures (i.e., residual motion).
Second, for each task, a prioritized Jacobian is defined by
projecting the task Jacobian into the null space (NS) of all
higher priority preceding tasks. The NS does not involve
the motion of all the preceding tasks [25]. By utilizing the
dynamically-consistent generalized inverse of the prioritized
Jacobian, each task dynamics in the operational space (OS)
can be obtained by projecting the robot’s JS dynamics into
the space associated with each task (i.e., the NS of all higher
priority preceding tasks). Third, with the OS equation of
motion obtained for each task, the control force of each task –
which does not affect the acceleration of any of the preceding
tasks with higher priority – is designed. In this process, bias
acceleration is introduced to achieve the tasks by compensat-
ing for the acceleration due to the higher priority tasks [2],
[3], [26]. The bias acceleration is the difference between the
OS acceleration that does not consider higher priority tasks
and the one that is consistent with higher priority tasks [3].
Lastly, the total torque to the robot can be obtained by simply
summing all the torques obtained from the control forces
of each task using the generalized torque/force relationship
[1], [9] because of the torque-level decomposition that OSF
provides using the property of dynamic consistency [1]–[5].

The original BAF [2] could pose a significant computa-
tional burden for real-time control, considering the original
BAF needs full robot dynamics, including OS inertia matrix,
Coriolis and centrifugal force, and gravity force for each
task. A large number of computations needed to implement
OSF have been a long-standing problem, which needs to
be addressed for real-time control [6], [27]–[29]. However,
it has rarely been pointed out that the original BAF [2]
took a significant portion of the total computational load
for implementation. The number of arithmetic computations
needed to implement the original BAF could easily take up
to 30-50% of the whole computation, as will be shown in
this study. Thus, it is indispensable to reduce the arithmetic
computation for bias acceleration. Further, for offline pro-
cessing with recorded joint angle and its time derivatives,
it is possible to obtain the two acceleration terms of the bias
acceleration – the OS acceleration without considering higher
priority tasks and the one consistent with higher priority tasks
[3] – with the task Jacobian, prioritized Jacobian, and joint
velocities and accelerations in a similar manner to [6]. This
implies a high possibility that the bias acceleration may be
obtained at acceleration-level without needing the Coriolis

and centrifugal force, and gravity force. In other words, it may
be possible to obtain a formula that can be used regardless
of the environment, and that may be more efficient than the
original one [2]. There is, however, a lack of an efficient BAF.
Thus, there is a strong need for a more efficient BAF than the
original.

It appears that clarifying the time precedence of the bias
acceleration is still needed though the bias acceleration was
introduced almost two decades ago. Although only implicitly
implied in the original BAF [3], the bias acceleration is a
prediction of future value that is supposed to be realized after
applying the control torque designed based on the OSF [2],
[3], and [26]. In [6], the bias acceleration was, however,
obtained by using the backward Euler differentiation of OS
velocities, which cannot, by any means, represent a future
value, although the study [6] enhanced OSF by almost elim-
inating the requirement of the nonlinear time-varying large
DOFs robot dynamics. This could be, at least partially, due
to the lack of explicit explanation of the time precedence of
the BAF. Thus, there is a strong need to clarify the underlying
time precedence that any BAF should satisfy.

To address the unmet needs, we strive to make the follow-
ing three contributions:
(1) to propose an efficient acceleration-level BAF, which

reduces the computation needed for bias acceleration
almost entirely thanks to the removal of the need for
full dynamics, the reasons for the inefficiency of the
original BAF;

(2) to clarify the underlying time precedence of bias accel-
eration; and

(3) to show that the proposed acceleration-level BAFmeets
the time precedence.

This paper is structured as follows. Section II briefly
introduces the OSF. We, then, propose an efficient
acceleration-level BAF in section III with an in-depth
comparison of the original BAF and the proposed BAF.
In section IV, simulations and experiments were performed
to show the advantages of the proposed BAF and the equiva-
lence between the proposed and the original.

II. REVIEW OF THE OPERATIONAL SPACE FORMULATION
A. ROBOT DYNAMICS IN JOINT SPACE
The JS dynamics of an n DOFs robot can be written as [1],
[3], [5], and [6]

M (q) q̈+ V ( q, q̇)+G (q) = 0, (1)

where q, q̇, q̈ ∈ <n denote the joint angle, and its first
and second-time derivatives, respectively; M(q) ∈ <n×n the
inertia matrix; V(q, q̇) ∈ <n the Coriolis and centrifugal
torque; G(q) ∈ <n the gravitational torque; and 0 ∈ <n

stands for the joint torque.
To implement OSF, one needs an estimated dynamics

model of (1) as

M̂ (q) q̈+ V̂ (q, q̇)+ Ĝ (q) = 0. (2)
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Hereafter, •̂ represents the estimate of • available. Since our
concern is how to design a real-time OS robot controller
using the OSF needing a full robot dynamics model, the
estimated dynamics, (2), are regarded as the actual dynam-
ics, (1), unless any distinction between the two is needed.
There is always modeling error, usually degrading the control
performance [6], [15], and [22]. Hereafter, for brevity, the
arguments ofM(q),V(q, q̇),G(q), M̂ (q), V̂ (q, q̇), and Ĝ (q)
will be omitted.

B. CONTROL OBJECTIVES
The robot needs to perform k (>1) tasks having assigned
priority. The priority of the ith task (i = 1, 2, . . . , k) is defined
to be lower than the jth task if i > j (j = 1, 2, . . . , k). The ith

task is represented by a task coordinate vector xi ∈ <mi with
the corresponding task Jacobian

Ji = ∂xi/∂q (i = 1, 2, . . . , k). (3)

Here mi denotes the required DOFs for the ith task. For the ith

task, the control objective is to achieve

ẍi = ẍi,ref , (4)

where ẍi,ref represents the reference acceleration for the ith

task [5], [6]. Depending on what needs to be controlled for
the ith task (e.g., position, force, or impedance), ẍi,ref can
be designed in many different ways (for details, see [1], [5],
and [6]).

C. TASK DYNAMICS IN OPERATIONAL SPACE
One can obtain OS task dynamics for the ith task by projecting
the JS dynamics, (2), into the associated task space. The
prioritized Jacobian (Ji|p) – the projection of Ji into the NS
of all the tasks having higher priority than the ith task – can
be defined as [5]

Ji|p =

{
J1 (i = 1)
JiNi (i = 2, 3, . . . , k).

(5)

HereNi denotes the dynamically-consistent NS projector [5],
and can be obtained as follows:

Ni = I−
i−1∑
j=1

(
J̄j|pJj|p

)
(i = 2, 3, . . . , k), (6)

where J̄j|p denotes the dynamically-consistent generalized
inverse of Jj|p and is defined as

J̄j|p = M̂
−1

JTj|p3̂j|p, (7)

with the prioritized inertia matrix [5]:

3̂j|p =

(
Jj|pM̂

−1
JTj|p
)−1

. (8)

Note that to obtain 3̂j|p, we need to have Jj|pM̂
−1

JTj|p, which is

essentially equivalent to 3̂
−1
j|p , in advance [7] as shown in (8).

Here, we focus on the case that Ji|p has a full rank for the ith

task to be fully controllable [2]. The case of Ji|p losing ranks

can be derived similarly [2], [6]. Ji|p allows us to define a new
velocity vector

ẋi|p = Ji|pq̇. (9)

ẋi|p does not involve the motion of the previous (i− 1) tasks
[25]. Multiplying J̄

T
i|p on both sides of (2) provides us the

(estimated) OS dynamics for the ith task:

3̂i|pẍi|p + µ̂i|p + p̂i|p = Fi|p, (10)

µ̂i|p = −3̂i|pJ̇i|pq̇+ 3̂i|pJi|pM̂
−1

V̂, and

(11)

p̂i|p = 3̂i|pJi|pM̂
−1

Ĝ, (12)

where Fi|p denotes the prioritized OS force for the ith

task [1]–[5], and µ̂i|p and p̂i|p represent the Coriolis/
centrifugal force and gravity force, respectively.

D. OPERATIONAL SPACE CONTROL FORCE
Control force Fi|p for the ith task can be designed using
the prioritized robot dynamics in OS, (10). At the level of
acceleration, the unit mass behavior of

ẍi|p = ẍi|p,ref (13)

can be achieved with the following control force Fi|p:

Fi|p = 3̂i|pẍi|p,ref + µ̂i|p + p̂i|p, (14)

where ẍi|p,ref denotes the reference acceleration for ẍi|p.

E. TORQUE DECOMPOSITION
The OSF provides torque decomposition as follows:

0 = 01 + 02 + . . .+ 0k , (15)

where 0i denotes the prioritized torque for the ith task. It was
proved that 0i induces no acceleration of any of the (i − 1)
tasks having higher priority than the ith task [5] because 0i
was designed in the NS of all preceding tasks [2] as follows:

0i = JTi|pFi|p. (16)

Substituting (14) into (16) provides us the prioritized control
torque as follows

0i = JTi|p
(
3̂i|pẍi|p,ref + µ̂i|p + p̂i|p

)
. (17)

F. BIAS ACCELERATION
If 3̂i|p, µ̂i|p, and p̂i|p are identical to real ones, by substituting
the control force (14) into (10), the resulting closed-loop
dynamics becomes (13), which is different from the con-
trol objective (ẍi = ẍi,ref ) given in (4). Thus, bias accel-
eration (ẍi|bias) was introduced to ensure that the resulting
closed-loop dynamics meet the control objective [3].

The ẍi|p as a result of applying 0 to the OS dynamics of ith

task is

ẍi|p = 3̂
−1
i|p Fi|p − 3̂

−1
i|p
(
µ̂i|p + p̂i|p

)
. (18)
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On the other hand, ẍi as a result of applying 0 is

ẍi = JiM̂
−1

i−1∑
j=1

0j + 3̂
−1
i|p Fi|p − 3̂

−1
i
(
µ̂i + p̂i

)
, (19)

3̂i =

(
JiM̂

−1
JTi
)−1

, (20)

µ̂i = −3̂iJ̇iq̇+ 3̂iJiM̂
−1

V̂, and (21)

p̂i = 3̂iJiM̂
−1

Ĝ, (22)

where µ̂i and p̂i denote Coriolis/centrifugal force and grav-
itational force, respectively. The proof of (19) is given in
Appendix A. It is clear that the ẍi|p in (18) and ẍi in (19)
are future values that can be realized after applying 0 to
the robot and, thus, cannot be measured by any means dur-
ing the real-time control. Further discussion is provided in
section III.E.1).

From (18) and (19), the bias acceleration (ẍi|bias), defined
as ẍi − ẍi|p [3], can be obtained as

ẍi|bias = JiM̂
−1

i−1∑
j=1

0j︸ ︷︷ ︸
Induced by
preceding
task torques

+ 3̂
−1
i|p
(
µ̂i|p + p̂i|p

)
− 3̂

−1
i
(
µ̂i + p̂i

)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Correction for Coriolis/centrifugal
and gravity force

. (23)

Thus, the OSF suggests using the following ẍi|p,ref to achieve
the control objective of (4) [2]:

ẍi|p,ref = ẍi,ref − ẍi|bias. (24)

Indeed, the substitution of ẍi|p,ref in the control force of (14)
with (24) and applying the control force to the robot dynamics
yield the desired closed-loop dynamics of (4) [2], [3]. There-
fore, the bias acceleration is essential to achieve the control
objective.

The original BAF, (23), needs a full dynamics model
of the robot, including the Coriolis and centrifugal force
(µ̂i|p and µ̂i) and the gravity force (p̂i|p and p̂i). Hereafter,
the bias acceleration obtained from the original BAF, (23),
is called ẍi|bias_O for brevity.
It is worth noting that ẍi|bias is the difference between the

two accelerations ẍi and ẍi|p, implying a potential of obtaining
ẍi|bias at acceleration-level without a full robot dynamics
model.

G. PHYSICAL MEANING OF ORIGINAL BIAS
ACCELERATION FORMULA
The terms in (23) have physical meanings. The first term is
the acceleration induced by the control torque for preced-
ing tasks that have a priority higher than the ith task. The
second and third terms together represent the correction of
acceleration induced by the Coriolis and centrifugal force and
gravity force [2] (i.e., the difference between the one from the
instantaneous space of the ith taskmotionwithout considering

the previous tasks, and another from the instantaneous space
of the ith task motion consistent with the previous (i − 1)
tasks). Overall, all those terms are accelerations, implying
there may be an acceleration-level formula equivalent to (23).

III. PROPOSED BIAS ACCELERATION FORMULA
We present an efficient acceleration-level BAF. The proposed
acceleration-level BAF is equivalent to the original BAF, (23),
does not require the dynamic model of the robot except for
the JS inertia matrix, M̂, and is, hence, highly efficient and
independent of Coriolis/centrifugal and gravitational torques.

A. EFFICIENT ACCELERATION-LEVEL FORMULA FOR BIAS
ACCELERATION
From (5) and (6), (Ji|p − Ji) becomes

Ji|p − Ji = Ji

I− i−1∑
j=1

(
J̄j|pJj|p

)− Ji

= −Ji
i−1∑
j=1

(
J̄j|pJj|p

)
. (25)

From (25), Ji can be written as follows

Ji = Ji|p + Ji
i−1∑
j=1

(
J̄j|pJj|p

)
. (26)

Since ẋi = Jiq̇, with (26), we can obtain the following
kinematic relation:

ẍi = Jiq̈+ J̇iq̇ = Ji|pq̈+ Ji
i−1∑
j=1

(
J̄j|pJj|pq̈

)
+ J̇iq̇. (27)

From (9),

ẍi|p = Ji|pq̈+ J̇i|pq̇. (28)

Since Ji|pq̈ = ẍi|p− J̇i|pq̇ from (28), (27) can be written as

ẍi = Ji|pq̈+ Ji
i−1∑
j=1

J̄j|p
(
ẍj|p − J̇j|pq̇

)
+ J̇iq̇. (29)

Subtraction of (28) from (29) yields

ẍi − ẍi|p = Ji
i−1∑
j=1

J̄j|p
(
ẍj|p − J̇j|pq̇

)
+ J̇iq̇− J̇i|pq̇. (30)

If 0j (j < i) were properly designed from (17), ẍj|p,ref is
a future value that ẍj|p will have (ẍj|p = ẍj|p,ref ) immediately
after applying the correctly designed control torque based on
the OSF to the robot, as was proved in section II.D. Thus,
the bias acceleration ẍi|bias, the value of ẍi − ẍi|p right after
applying the control torque, can be obtained by substituting
ẍj|p with ẍj|p,ref in (30) as follows:

ẍi|bias = Ji
i−1∑
j=1

[
J̄j|p

(
ẍj|p,ref − J̇j|pq̇

)]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Induced by preceding
task accelerations

+ J̇iq̇− J̇i|pq̇︸ ︷︷ ︸
Correction for
velocity dependent
acceleration terms

.

(31)
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Therefore, we have derived an acceleration-level BAF for
ẍi|bias. The proposed acceleration-level BAF, (31), does not
need µ̂i|p, µ̂i, p̂i|p, and p̂i, indicating V̂ and Ĝ are not needed,

compared with the original BAF, (23). Moreover, 3̂
−1
i and 3̂i

are unnecessary. For clarity, hereafter, ẍi|bias_P represents the
bias acceleration obtained from the proposed BAF, (31).

B. EQUIVALENCE OF THE PROPOSED FORMULA AND THE
ORIGINAL FORMULA
We prove the equivalence between the proposed BAF, (31),
and the original BAF, (23). From (11), (12), (21), and (22),
the Coriolis/centrifugal force and gravity force terms in (23),
which are acting on the OS, can be expressed as

µ̂i|p + p̂i|p = 3̂i|p

(
−J̇i|pq̇+ Ji|pM̂

−1
V̂+ Ji|pM̂

−1
Ĝ
)
, and

(32)

µ̂i + p̂i = 3̂i

(
−J̇iq̇+ JiM̂

−1
V̂+ JiM̂

−1
Ĝ
)
. (33)

Substituting (32) and (33) into the original BAF of (23) and
simple manipulation yield

ẍi|bias_O = JiM̂
−1

i−1∑
j=1

0j + (Ji|p − Ji)M̂
−1

(V̂+ Ĝ)

+ J̇iq̇− J̇i|pq̇. (34)

Substituting (25) into (Ji|p− Ji) in the right-hand side (RHS)
of (34) yields

ẍi|bias_O

= JiM̂
−1

i−1∑
j=1

0j −

Ji i−1∑
j=1

(
J̄j|pJj|p

) M̂
−1 (

V̂+ Ĝ
)

+ J̇iq̇− J̇i|pq̇. (35)

Substituting (7) into (35) and simple manipulations provide
us

ẍi|bias_O = JiM̂
−1

i−1∑
j=1

0j

− JiM̂
−1

i−1∑
j=1

[
JTj|p3̂j|pJj|pM̂

−1 (
V̂+ Ĝ

)]
+ J̇iq̇− J̇i|pq̇. (36)

One can rewrite (36) as follows:

ẍi|bias_O = JiM̂
−1

i−1∑
j=1

[
0j − JTj|p3̂j|pJj|pM̂

−1 (
V̂+ Ĝ

)]
+ J̇iq̇− J̇i|pq̇. (37)

By substituting (11) and (12) into (17), the prioritized control
torque 0i of (17) can be written as follows:

0i = JTi|p3̂i|p
(
ẍi|p,ref − J̇i|pq̇

)
+ JTi|p3̂i|pJi|pM̂

−1 (
V̂+ Ĝ

)
.

(38)

Substituting (38) into (37) yields

ẍi|bias_O = JiM̂
−1

i−1∑
j=1

[
JTj|p3̂j|p(ẍj|p,ref − J̇j|pq̇)

]
+ J̇iq̇− J̇i|pq̇. (39)

The control torque 0i canceled out the Coriolis/centrifugal
and gravity torque terms originated from the correction for
Coriolis/centrifugal and gravity force.
Considering the definition of J̄j|p in (7), one can eas-

ily obtain the proposed BAF of (31) from (39). Thus,
the proposed BAF is equivalent to the original BAF
(i.e., ẍi|bias_P = ẍi|bias_O).

C. PHYSICAL MEANING
As shown in the derivation of the equivalence between the
original and the proposed BAFs (section III.B), the first term

(JiM̂
−1 i−1∑

j=1
0j) of the original BAF, (23) – which is induced

by preceding task torques – canceled out the terms related
to the Coriolis/centrifugal and gravity torque terms included
in the correction for Coriolis/centrifugal and gravity forces.
Consequently, the remainder of the first term of the original

BAF became the first term (Ji
i−1∑
j=1

[
J̄j|p

(
ẍj|p,ref − J̇j|pq̇

)]
) of

the proposed BAF, (31). Thus, the first term of (31) represents
the acceleration induced by the acceleration of preceding
tasks.
The second and third terms (3̂

−1
i|p
(
µ̂i|p + p̂i|p

)
−

3̂
−1
i
(
µ̂i+ p̂i

)
), representing the correction for Corio-

lis/centrifugal and gravity forces of the original BAF, (23),
were mostly compensated for by the prioritized control
torque. Subsequently, the remainder of the second and third
terms of the original BAF became the second and third terms
of the proposed BAF (J̇iq̇− J̇i|pq̇), respectively. More specif-
ically, the second term (J̇iq̇) originated from the acceleration
induced by Coriolis/centrifugal and gravity forces in the
instantaneous space of the ith taskmotionwithout considering
the previous tasks; and the third term (J̇i|pq̇) originated
from the acceleration induced by the Coriolis/centrifugal
and gravity forces in the instantaneous space of the ith task
motion consistent with all the preceding tasks. Thus, the
second and third terms of the proposedBAF together stand for
the correction of the velocity-dependent acceleration terms
induced by the Coriolis and centrifugal force, and gravity
force.

D. INDEPENDENCE TO CORIOLIS/CENTRIFUGAL AND
GRAVITY TORQUES
From (39), it is clear that the bias acceleration is independent
of V̂ and Ĝ, meaning the original BAF (23) unnecessarily
utilizes V̂ and Ĝ. It means that the computational efficiency
of the original BAF may be unnecessarily larger than needed.
Since we have used the estimated robot dynamics throughout
the whole derivation of (23) and (39), the independence of
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bias acceleration to V̂ and Ĝ holds even with inevitable
modeling errors.

The proposed acceleration-level BAF (31) is also indepen-
dent of V̂ and Ĝ, and, indeed, does not require those terms.
The independencementioned abovemakes the proposed BAF
highly efficient than the original BAF, which is a significant
advantage for practical implementations (see section III.F. for
details).

The independence does not mean robustness to mod-
eling error but means that the two equivalent BAFs will
be affected by the modeling error to the same degree.
Strictly speaking, (18) and (19) only provide an estimate
of ẍi|p and ẍi, respectively, because of the use of the esti-
mated dynamics. For real-time control purposes, however,
those could be used instead of the real values of ẍi|p and
ẍi, which cannot be obtained without knowing the actual
dynamics, (1).

E. TIME PRECEDENCE
We clarify the underlying time precedence of the BAF,
which was implicitly implied in the original BAF and
has never been explicitly explained. An example of incor-
rect implementation of bias acceleration, violating the time
precedence, is also provided for clear understanding. Fur-
ther, we prove that the proposed BAF satisfies the time
precedence.

1) THE TIME PRECEDENCE OF THE ORIGINAL FORMULA
The time precedence that the bias acceleration is a future
value that has not been realized at the moment of computing
control torque using the OSF is implied in the original BAF
though implicit. Specifically, it is clear from (18) and (19)
that ẍi and ẍi|p are the accelerations resulting from applying
the control torque, 0, to the robot. Thus, in (18) and (19),
ẍi and ẍi|p are the accelerations realized at the very next
moment 0 is applied to the robot. Consequently, ẍi|bias is not
an acceleration that has already been realized at the moment
it is computed, but an acceleration that occurs at the very next
moment 0 is applied to the robot. Therefore, at the moment
of computing 0, ẍi|bias can only be predicted through the
formulae, including (23) and (31).

2) AN INCORRECT IMPLEMENTATION VIOLATING THE TIME
PRECEDENCE
The time precedence is seemingly very obvious, but it has
never been explicitly explained to the best of the authors’
knowledge. At least partially, the lack of explicit explanation
of the time precedence might have caused incorrect imple-
mentations such as [6] as follows. Seemingly, the idea to
obtain ẍi|bias from the kinematic relationship of

ẋi − ẋi|p =
(
Ji − Ji|p

)
q̇ (40)

by taking the time derivative of both sides of (40) instead of
using the original BAF, (23), is feasible andmay sound attrac-
tive due to the removal of the need for robot dynamics. This

idea was implemented in [6] by taking the Euler backward
numerical differentiation on the RHS of (40) as follows:

ẍi|bias_N (t)

=
{[
Ji (t)− Ji|p (t)

]
q̇ (t)

−
[
Ji (t −1t)− Ji|p (t −1t)

]
q̇ (t −1t)

}
/1t,

(41)

where ẍi|bias_N denotes the bias acceleration obtained from
the Euler backward numerical differentiation, and 1t rep-
resents sampling time. q̇ was also obtained by taking the
Euler backward numerical differentiation of measured q. One
may, however, notice that this idea is not right. To obtain
ẍi|bias, again, the future values of ẍi and ẍi|p are needed. Thus,
to truly utilize (40), we need the future value of q̇. However,
during the real-time control of a robot, it is impossible to
measure the future value of q̇ physically. Thus, for the case
of [6], at best, the time-delayed value of ẍi|bias might be
obtained from (41). Further, the numerical differentiation can
amplify accompanied noise and may significantly deteriorate
the control performances. The acceleration signal obtained
from the numerical differentiation may result in a large error
and large and fluctuating control torque. In short, the idea
of determining ẍi|bias by taking the time derivative of (40)
with current and past values of q̈ and q̇ is neither suitable
nor desirable for the OSF considering the underlying time
precedence.

3) THE TIME PRECEDENCE OF THE PROPOSED FORMULA
In the process of deriving the proposed BAF, it was found that
the bias acceleration ẍi|bias_P, the value of ẍi− ẍi|p right after
applying the control torque, can be obtained by substituting
ẍj|p with ẍj|p,ref , the future value of ẍj|p, in an acceleration-
level kinematic relation, (30), which always holds.

It implies that ẍi|bias_P is the future value realized immedi-
ately after applying the control torque to the robot, and it is a
prediction and cannot be measured at the time of computing
ẍi|bias_P to determine the control torque using (17) and (24).
Therefore, the proposed BAF satisfies the time precedence
that the original BAF met.

F. COMPARISON OF COMPUTATIONAL EFFICIENCY
Since the OSF was developed for the real-time control of
robots with a large number of DOFs, the large number of
computations is a problem for practical implementations
[6], [27]–[29]. The computational efforts for the OSF using
the original BAF and that using the proposed BAF were
examined in terms of the number of DOFs of a robot (n), the
DOFs required for a task (m), and the number of tasks (k)
by analyzing the FLoating point Operations (FLOPs), repre-
senting the total number of four arithmetic operations [30].
We have assumed that each of the tasks needsmDOFs as [6],
and all terms (Ji|p, µ̂i|p + p̂i|p, 3̂i|p, ẍi,ref ) for computing the
prioritized control torque, (17), are recycled for ẍi|bias.
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TABLE 1. Computational effort to evaluate bias acceleration.

1) THE SIGNIFICANT COMPUTATIONAL EFFORT FOR
IMPLEMENTING THE ORIGINAL FORMULA
The number of FLOPs for implementingOSF (FLOPOSF/bias)
except for the bias acceleration, which was reported in [6],
was

FLOPOSF/bias = (1/3) n3 + [(6k − 4)m+ 1] n2

+

[
3km2

+ (5k + 1)m− 1
]
n

+ k
[
(1/3)m3

+ 3.5m2
− 1.5m

]
.

(42)

(k − 1) iterations are needed to obtain the bias accelerations
for the second to k th tasks. The number of FLOPs for comput-
ing the bias acceleration using the original BAF (FLOPbias_o)
was analyzed in the left column of Table 1 and given below

FLOPbias_o = (k − 1)
[
6mn2 +

(
m2
+ 6m

)
n

+ (1/3)m3
+ 5.5m2

− 3.5m
]
. (43)

The total number of FLOPs needed to implement OSF with
the original BAF (FLOPOSF_o) becomes

FLOPOSF_o =
(
1
/
3
)
n3 + [(12k − 10)m+ 1] n2

+

[
3km2

+ (k − 1)m2
+ (11k + 5)m− 1

]
n

+ (2k − 1)m3/3+ (9k − 5.5)m2

− (5k − 3.5)m. (44)

Based on (43) and (44), FLOPOSF_o and FLOPbias_o were
obtained for the case of increasing n with k and m fixed
(k = 2, m = 3; Fig. 1(a)), for the case of increasing k with n
and m fixed (n = 30, m = 3; Fig. 1(b)), and for the case of

increasing m with n and k fixed (n = 30, k = 2; Fig. 1(c)).
For the k andm fixed (k = 2,m = 3), and n is 50, FLOPbias_o
(46398 FLOPs) was 29.9% of FLOPOSF_o (154937 FLOPs).
Moreover, for k = 10 (n = 30, m = 3), FLOPbias_o
(153522 FLOPs) was 46.9% ofFLOPOSF_o (327642 FLOPs).
Furthermore, for the n and k fixed (n = 30, k = 2), and m
is 15, FLOPbias_o (92760 FLOPs) was 35.7% of FLOPOSF_o
(259860 FLOPs).

It was found that the computation of 3̂
−1
i , 3̂i, and µ̂i + p̂i

took a significant portion of FLOPbias_o (Table 1 and Fig. 2)
as reported in [6] and [27]–[29]. For a 30 DOFs robot per-
forming four tasks, each of which requires 3 DOFs (n = 30,
k = 4, and m = 3), the computation of 3̂

−1
i , 3̂i, and µ̂i + p̂i

took 65.5% (33534 FLOPs) of FLOPbias_o. Moreover, the

number of FLOPs for computing JiM̂
−1∑i−1

j=1 0j was 16461,
another 32.2% of FLOPbias_o.

Thus, the computational effort for computing the original
BAF took a substantial portion of the total computational
effort needed for the OSF and would be desirable to be
reduced considering the use of unnecessary V̂ and Ĝ.

2) SUBSTANTIAL IMPROVEMENT OF COMPUTATIONAL
EFFICIENCY WITH THE PROPOSED FORMULA
The proposed BAF, (31), does not need V̂, Ĝ, 3̂

−1
i , and

3̂i, thereby improving computational efficiency dramatically
compared with the original BAF. The number of FLOPs for
the proposed BAF (FLOPbias_p) was analyzed in the right
column of Table 1 and given below

FLOPbias_p = 2m (4n+ 1) (k − 1). (45)

Details of obtaining FLOPbias_p are given in Appendix B.
For the case of using the proposed BAF, the number of
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FIGURE 1. Computational cost needed for total the total OSF (blue circle) and that for original bias acceleration formula (red diamond).
(a) As the DOFs of the robot increases from 6 to 50 (DOFs of a task: 3, the number of tasks: 2) (b) As the number of tasks increases from
2 to 10 (DOFs of a robot: 30, DOFs of a task: 3). (c) As the DOFs of a task increases from 2 to 15 (DOFs of a robot: 30, the number of
tasks: 2).

FIGURE 2. A representative case showing the computational cost for each
term of the original and the proposed bias acceleration formulas (a
30 DOFs robot performing four tasks needing three DOFs each). Gray bar
depicts the FLOPs equally required for both formulas. The light blue bar
represents the final step of computing for both formulas (see Table 1).
The blue (3̂

−1
i and its inverse, 3̂i ) and red (µ̂i + p̂i ) color computations

are not needed in the proposed formula, thus reducing a significant
portion of computational effort. The accelerations induced by preceding
tasks also contribute to the computational gain, which is depicted by the
yellow bar for the original formula and the green bar for the proposed
formula, respectively.

FLOPs needed for OSF except for the bias acceleration is
the same as the case with the original BAF (FLOPOSF/bias).
Thus, the total number of FLOPS needed to implement OSF
with the proposed BAF (FLOPOSF_p) is the summation of
FLOPOSF/bias and FLOPbias_p as follows:

FLOPOSF_p =
(
1
/
3
)
n3 + [(6k − 4)m+ 1] n2

+

[
3km2

+ (5k + 1)m+ 8 (k − 1)m− 1
]
n

+
(
k
/
3
)
m3
+ 3.5km2

+ (0.5k − 2)m.

(46)

FLOPbias_p was obtained for the case of increasing n with
m and k fixed (m = 3, k = 2; Fig. 3(a)), for the case of
increasing k with n andmfixed (n = 30,m = 3; Fig. 3(b)) [6],
and for the case of increasing m with n and k fixed (n = 30,
k = 2; Fig. 3(c)). Consequently, FLOPOSF_p was obtained.

FIGURE 3. Computational effort to evaluate bias acceleration in one
sampling time. (a) As the DOFs of the robot increases from 6 to 50 (DOFs
of a task: 3, the number of tasks: 2) (b) As the number of tasks increases
from 2 to 10 (DOFs of a robot: 30, DOFs of a task: 3). (c) As the DOFs of a
task increases from 2 to 15 (DOFs of a robot: 30, the number of tasks: 2).

With m and k fixed, for the original BAF, the FLOPs
required was O(n2), and for the proposed BAF, it was reduced
to O(n) as shown in Table 1. For instance, when n is 50
(k = 2, m = 3), FLOPbias_p (1206 FLOPs) was only 2.6%
of FLOPbias_o (46398 FLOPs; Fig. 3(a)), and, due to the
reduction, FLOPOSF_p was 29.2% smaller than FLOPOSF_o.

Moreover, for the same n and m, both FLOPbias_o and
FLOPbias_p were linearly increased with k . There was, how-
ever, a huge reduction in the number of FLOPs with the
proposed formula (Fig. 3(b)). For instance, for k = 10
(n = 30 and m = 3), FLOPbias_p (6534 FLOPs) was 4.3%
of FLOPbias_o (153522 FLOPs; Fig. 3(b)), and FLOPOSF_p
was 44.9% smaller than FLOPOSF_o.
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Furthermore, for n and k fixed, FLOPbias_o was O(m3), and
FLOPbias_p was O(m), indicating the proposed BAF required
much fewer FLOPs than the original BAF: when m is 15
(k = 2 and n = 30), FLOPbias_p (3630 FLOPs) was 3.9% of
FLOPbias_o (92760 FLOPs; Fig. 3(c)), and FLOPOSF_p was
34.3% smaller than FLOPOSF_o.
Overall, FLOPbias_p was substantially smaller than

FLOPbias_o, indicating the high efficiency of the proposed
BAF. Further, FLOPOSF_p was substantially smaller than
FLOPOSF_o with a 30-50% reduction in FLOPs, meaning the
proposed BAF helped dramatically reduce the computational
load in implementing the OSF.

It seems adequate to check where the efficiency of the
proposed BAF comes from. The computation of 3̂

−1
i , 3̂i,

and µ̂i + p̂i, which took almost two-thirds of FLOPbias_o,
is not required in the proposed BAF (Fig. 2). Moreover,
the number of FLOPs for the acceleration term induced by
the preceding tasks in the original BAF (JiM̂

−1∑i−1
j=1 0j),

which could take another one-third of FLOPbias_o (Fig. 2),
is not required for the proposed BAF (Table 1). Therefore, the
proposed BAF is a lot more efficient than the original BAF
mainly because, in the proposed BAF, the computations to
obtain the unnecessary µ̂i+ p̂i, needing V̂ and Ĝ, along with

computing 3̂
−1
i and 3̂i, are eliminated.

G. ADVANTAGES OF THE PROPOSED
ACCELERATION-LEVEL BIAS ACCELERATION FORMULA
The proposed acceleration-level BAF has the following
advantages. First, the proposed acceleration-level BAF is
highly efficient compared with that of the original BAF. The
30-50% of arithmetic operations needed to implement OSF
are reduced. As revealed, the unnecessarily required V̂ and Ĝ
for the original BAF are no longer needed for the proposed
BAF. The proposed formula only needs M̂ to compute J̄j|p.
Second, the proposed BAF fully satisfies the underlying

time precedence that should be met for any BAF.
Third, the bias acceleration’s independence from V̂ and Ĝ,

which was proved for the first time in this study, is fully
reflected in the proposed BAF. That is, the proposed formula
does not need those terms at all. Thus, the proposed BAF
can be used anywhere, including space, ground, and underwa-
ter, without any modification depending on the environment
regardless of the changes in gravity. For instance, when a
robot, which was used on the Earth, is moved to Mars, the
proposed BAF does not need to change the value of gravi-
tational acceleration in contrast to the original BAF, which
requires the change of the value of gravitational acceleration.

Fourth, if ẍi,ref does not need the acceleration of the
robot, the proposed BAF requires no acceleration informa-
tion, except those related to the joint level velocity term, q̇,
implying that ẍi|bias_P could be much less noisy than ẍi|bias_N .

IV. SIMULATIONS AND EXPERIMENTS
Two studies were performed. The first study with a 6 DOFs
robot manipulator was designed to present that the bias

FIGURE 4. A 6 DOFs robot manipulator serving a cup of juice. First task
was to move the cup in the y-direction, and the second task was to
maintain the horizontal orientation of the cup.

acceleration is independent of V̂ and Ĝ, ẍi|bias_P is equivalent
to ẍi|bias_O, and ẍi|bias_N does not correctly represent the
bias acceleration. The second study with a 17 DOFs upper
body of a humanoid was performed to verify the remarkable
efficiency of the proposed BAF compared to the original
BAF.

A. FIRST STUDY: A 6 DEGREES-OF-FREEDOM ROBOT
SIMULATIONS
1) THE 6 DEGREES-OF-FREEDOM ROBOT AND THE
SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT
A 6 DOFs robot manipulator INDY RP (Neuromeka, South
Korea) was used (Fig. 4). For all joints, the gear ratio was
100:1, and the encoder resolution was 17 bits/revolution. The
rated torque of the first and the second joint starting from
the base was 1.3 Nm each, of the third and fourth joints was
0.64 Nm, and of the fifth and sixth joints was 0.32 Nm. The
robot was controlled by using the control torque, (17), for
each task. The design of ẍi|p,ref are given in Appendix C. For
numerical integrations in the simulations, we have employed
the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method with the time step of
0.1 ms, which was one-tenth of the sampling time (1 ms) for
control and data acquisition.

2) TASKS
The goal of the robot was to serve a cup of juice without
spilling it on the ground (Fig. 4). For the success of juice
serving, two tasks were assigned to the robot: the first task
having the highest priority was to move the cup on the
end-effector horizontally in the y-direction, requiring three
translational DOFs. The second task having a lower priority
than the first one was to maintain the horizontal orientation
of the cup needing three orientation DOFs. Consequently, the
bias acceleration (ẍ2|bias =

[
ẍ2|bias−1 ẍ2|bias−2 ẍ2|bias−3

]T )
to determine the prioritized control torque for the second
task needed to be determined. For the first task, the x- and
z-direction desired position trajectories were constant values
of the initial position. The y-direction desired trajectory was
designed to move 0.4 m starting from an initial position
for 4.2 s using cubic polynomials, guaranteeing a smooth
trajectory. For the second task, the desired orientation was
set as constant values of the initial orientation.

3) SIMULATION CONDITIONS
Two sets of simulations were performed using the 6 DOFs
robot. For the first set of simulations, we have assumed that
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FIGURE 5. Bias accelerations obtained from the original formula under
two different gravitational acceleration conditions. The top plot shows
two different gravitational acceleration conditions (blue: downward
constant gravity; red-dash: time-varying gravity). The three plots below
the top plot show that the three components of the bias acceleration
obtained under downward constant gravity was identical to those
obtained under time-varying gravity, indicating the bias acceleration is
independent of gravitational torque.

the exact values of all joint angles could be measured without
any noise. The robot was controlled using the controller
given in (17), which used the bias acceleration obtained.
We obtained the bias acceleration (ẍ2|bias_O) from the original
BAF, (23), utilizing V̂ and Ĝ, for the following two different
cases. The first case is when there is a downward gravitational
acceleration of −9.8 m/s2; and the second case is when there
is an artificially time-varying gravitational acceleration from
−9.8m/s2 to 9.8 m/s2 in the vertical direction (Fig. 5).

In the second set of simulations, to investigate the effect of
ẍ2|bias_N (the bias acceleration obtained from numerical dif-
ferentiation), ẍ2|bias_O, ẍ2|bias_P, and ẍ2|bias_N were obtained
by considering the 17 bits/revolution encoder resolution. The
three bias accelerations obtained were used for the OSF in
each case.

4) DATA ANALYSIS
To investigate the difference between ẍ2|bias_P and ẍ2|bias_O
and the difference between ẍ2|bias_N and ẍ2|bias_O, the

TABLE 2. Maximum norm difference from the bias acceleration obtained
from the original bias acceleration formula (◦/s2).

following measures (dP and dN ) were defined.

dP =
∥∥ẍ2|bias_O − ẍ2|bias_P

∥∥ , and (47)

dN =
∥∥ẍ2|bias_O − ẍ2|bias_N

∥∥ . (48)

Moreover, to investigate how well the control objec-
tive for the second task (i.e., ẍ2 = ẍ2,ref ) was real-
ized, we have defined a measure σ representing the
degree of departure from desired closed-loop dynamics, (4),
as follows:

σ =
∥∥ẍ2,ref − ẍ2

∥∥. (49)

Specifically, we have obtained three different values: σO, σP,
and σN . σO denotes the degree of departure from the desired
dynamics when using ẍ2|bias_O; σP the degree of departure
from the desired dynamics when using ẍ2|bias_P; and σN the
degree of departure from the desired dynamics when using
ẍ2|bias_N .
Further, a measure showing the difference in orientation

of the cup and the horizontal plane was defined as the
angle (1θ) between the upward vertical vector normal to
the horizontal plane and the normal vector to the cup. 1θO,
1θP, and 1θN represent the angular deviation when using
ẍ2|bias_O, that when using ẍ2|bias_P, and that when ẍ2|bias_N ,
respectively.

5) SIMULATION RESULTS
ẍ2|bias_O under the constant downward gravitational acceler-
ation was identical to that under time-varying gravitational
acceleration (Fig. 5). ẍ2|bias_P, which clearly does not use V̂
and Ĝ, was identical to ẍ2|bias_O as the maximum dP is zero
(Fig. 6 and Table 2).

ẍ2|bias_N was significantly larger than ẍ2|bias_O and ẍ2|bias_P
(Fig. 6 and Table 2). Moreover, clearly, ẍ2|bias_N was highly
noisy (Fig. 6). With the use of noisy and large ẍ2|bias_N ,
the resulting dynamics was significantly different from the
desired dynamics: the maximum of σN was 211 times larger
than the maximum of σO (Fig. 6 and Table 3). In contrast, σO
and σP were identical at all time points, and the magnitude of
the two was small (Fig. 6 and Table 3), indicating the desired
dynamics were closely realized.

The angular deviation of the cup from the horizontal plane
when using ẍ2|bias_P was identical to that when using ẍ2|bias_O
(i.e., 1θP = 1θO), and, for both cases, the absolute maxi-
mum was 0.0008◦ (Fig. 6 and Table 3). In contrast, the angu-
lar deviation when using ẍ2|bias_N (1θN ) was significantly
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FIGURE 6. When the encoder resolution is considered, the results of a robot control using OSF with different bias accelerations (ẍ2|bias_O, ẍ2|bias_P , and
ẍ2|bias_N ) (a) Comparison of the bias accelerations ẍ2|bias_O, ẍ2|bias_P , and ẍ2|bias_N . From the top to the bottom, the three components of the bias
accelerations are presented. The green dashed-dotted line denotes ẍ2|bias_N from numerical differentiation; the blue solid line and the red dashed line
depict ẍ2|bias_O from the original formula, and ẍ2|bias_P from the proposed formula, respectively. (b) The top plot shows the difference between ẍ2|bias_P
and ẍ2|bias_O, and that between ẍ2|bias_N and ẍ2|bias_O. The middle plot shows the degree of departure from desired dynamics; the bottom plot shows
the angular deviation of the cup from the horizontal plane. ẍ2|bias_O and ẍ2|bias_P were identical to each other, whereas ẍ2|bias_N was significantly
different from ẍ2|bias_O with large and fluctuating noise. The fluctuation eventually deteriorated the control performance, which can be confirmed by
large σN and

∣∣1θN ∣∣.

TABLE 3. Degree of realization of the control objective for the second
task with different bias acceleration formulae.

larger than both 1θO and 1θP. The maximum of |1θN | was
12 times larger than the maximum of |1θO| and that of |1θP|
(Fig. 6 and Table 3).

6) DISCUSSION
First, we have confirmed that the bias acceleration is indepen-
dent of V̂ and Ĝ as provenmathematically with rigor. ẍ2|bias_O
did not change even though there was a change in gravity.
Moreover, ẍ2|bias_O was identical to ẍ2|bias_P, which do not
require V̂ and Ĝ.

Second, the equivalence between ẍ2|bias_O and ẍ2|bias_P
was verified. The equivalence holds even with the quantiza-
tion error (e.g., the encoder resolution). Further, the resulting
dynamics were identical: σO = σP. Consequently, the angular
deviation of the cup from the horizontal plane was the same

Third, ẍ2|bias_N did not correctly represent the bias accel-
eration, accompanied by large and fluctuating noise. The
fluctuation in ẍ2|bias_N caused ẍ2|p,ref to fluctuate, so did the
control force F2|p. Eventually, control performance deterio-
rated significantly, as reflected in σN (Fig. 6). Consequently,
even with the perfect robot dynamics model, which is an
ideal condition that cannot be met in practice, the control
objective was not realized well. These results emphasize the
importance of obeying time precedence.
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FIGURE 7. Kinematic structure of the upper body humanoid with 17 DOFs.

FIGURE 8. Commanded robot motion: The robot was holding a tray in the
current position and orientation while rotating the torso. Three tasks
were assigned for this. Task 1 was to control the five joints of the torso.
Task 2 and task 3, each with 6 DOFs, were to control the position and
orientation of the left and right end effector, respectively.

B. SECOND STUDY: COMPUTATIONAL EFFICIENCY
EXPERIMENTS
The computational time for ẍi|bias_O and ẍi|bias_P were com-
pared. A 17DOFs upper body of a humanoid having a 5DOFs
torso and two 6 DOFs arms (Fig. 7) was controlled using the
controller given in (17) based on the OSF.

The two BAFs with the controller were implemented on
real-time Linux using a computer having a 1.6GHz CPU
with a 1 ms sampling time. The fourth-order Runge-Kutta
method with a 0.1 ms time step was used for numerical
integration. The total computation time needed for each of the
two BAFs (ẍi|bias_O and ẍi|bias_P) at each time instance was
measured.

The goal of the robot was to maintain a tray at a fixed
position and orientation using the two arms while moving the
torso, like serving a juice while listening to a guest’s question
(Fig. 8). To accomplish the goal, three tasks were needed.
The first task having the highest priority was to control the
position of the torso (joint level control). The second and
third tasks were to maintain the position and orientation of
the end-effectors of the left arm and the right arm. Thus,
two bias accelerations (ẍ2|bias and ẍ3|bias) were computed and
used to implement OSF. The design of ẍi|p,ref was the same
as the first study (see Appendix C). For the first task, the
desired trajectory for the first torso joint from the base was
to rotate 15◦ from the initial posture (Fig. 8) in 0.55 s using
cubic polynomials, guaranteeing a smooth trajectory. For all
other torso joints, the desired trajectory was a constant value
of an initial position throughout the task. The desired posi-
tion and orientation trajectory for the second and third tasks
were constant values of initial positions and orientations,
respectively.

To demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed BAF com-
pared to the original BAF, ẍ2|bias and ẍ3|bias were computed
using the original BAF in one experiment and the proposed

TABLE 4. Bias acceleration computational time, mean (SD).

BAF in another experiment. For each experiment, the total
computation time in computing the bias acceleration was
obtained at each time instance. The mean, standard deviation,
and maximum of the total computation time for each BAF
were then obtained.

The total computation time for the proposed BAF was only
11% of that for the original BAF (Table 4 ). These results
strongly support the substantially improved computational
efficiency of the proposed BAF as in section III.F. For this
case, the total computation time for the proposed BAF for
each time instance was 1% of 1 ms. 1 ms could be a sufficient
sampling time even for force control [31].

V. CONCLUSION
In this study, we proposed a highly efficient acceleration-level
BAF,which does not need the Coriolis/centrifugal and gravity
torques, OS inertia, and its inverse. The proposed BAF can be
used in any environment with no modification regardless of
gravitational acceleration.

Moreover, we have clarified the time precedence in the
implementation of the bias acceleration, which was only
implied implicitly in the original BAF and rarely discussed.
It was made clear that the bias acceleration is a future value
that cannot be measured by any means during the real-time
control, and the numerical differentiation method yielding
ẍi|bias_N cannot provide us with future value during the real-
time control. The rare discussion on the time precedence
might have caused some misunderstanding on the bias accel-
eration, potentially leading to the physically incorrect imple-
mentation (e.g., the numerical differentiation method used
in [6]).

Further, we proved that the inefficiency of the original BAF
is due to the use of unnecessary Coriolis/centrifugal and grav-
itational torques, which are not needed for the proposed BAF.
During the process, for the first time, we have proved that the
bias acceleration is independent of Coriolis/ centrifugal and
gravity torques.

It is expected that the investigation of the bias acceleration
could provide a deeper understanding of it, and the proposed
efficient BAF could promote the use of high DOFs robots,
including multi-arm manipulators, humanoids, and service
robots.

APPENDIX
A. PROOF OF (19)

The derivation of (19) is provided. Multiplying JiM̂
−1

on
both sides of the JS dynamics (2) yields

Jiq̈+ JiM̂
−1

(V̂+ Ĝ) = JiM̂
−1
0. (50)
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Since Jiq̈+ J̇iq̈ = ẍi, the left-hand side of (50) becomes

Jiq̈+ JiM̂
−1 (

V̂+ Ĝ
)
= ẍi − J̇iq̈+ JiM̂

−1 (
V̂+ Ĝ

)
.

(51)

From (20), (21), and (22), the RHS of (51) can be written as
follows:

ẍi − J̇iq̈+ JiM̂
−1 (

V̂+ Ĝ
)
= ẍi + 3̂

−1
i
(
µ̂i + p̂i

)
. (52)

Therefore,

Jiq̈+ JiM̂
−1 (

V̂+ Ĝ
)
= ẍi + 3̂

−1
i
(
µ̂i + p̂i

)
. (53)

Applying the control torque (15), the RHS of (50) becomes

JiM̂
−1
0 = JiM̂

−1
i−1∑
j=1

0j + JiM̂
−1
0i + JiM̂

−1
k∑

j=i+1

0j.

(54)

Substituting (16) into the second and third terms on the RHS
of (54) yields

JiM̂
−1
0 = JiM̂

−1
i−1∑
j=1

0j + JiM̂
−1

JTi|pFi|p

+ JiM̂
−1

k∑
j=i+1

JTj|pFj|p. (55)

Since JiM̂
−1

NT
j = 0(∀i < j) [2], [5], substituting (5) into the

RHS of (55) reveals that the RHS last term of (55) is 0, and,
consequently, (55) can be rewritten as follows:

JiM̂
−1
0 = JiM̂

−1
i−1∑
j=1

0j + JiM̂
−1

NT
i J

T
i Fi|p. (56)

Because Nr
i = Ni for any positive integer r [2], [5], (56) can

be rewritten as follows:

JiM̂
−1

i−1∑
j=1

0j + JiM̂
−1

NT
i JTi Fi|p

= JiM̂
−1

i−1∑
j=1

0j + JiM̂
−1

NT
i NT

i J
T
i Fi|p

= JiM̂
−1

i−1∑
j=1

0j + JiM̂
−1

NT
i JTi|pFi|p. (57)

Since M̂
−1

NT
i = NiM̂

−1
[32], (57) becomes

JiM̂
−1

i−1∑
j=1

0j + JiM̂
−1

NT
i JTi|pFi|p

= JiM̂
−1

i−1∑
j=1

0j + JiNiM̂
−1

JTi|pFi|p

= JiM̂
−1

i−1∑
j=1

0j + Ji|pM̂
−1

JTi|p Fi|p

= JiM̂
−1

i−1∑
j=1

0j + 3̂
−1
i|p Fi|p. (58)

Thus,

JiM̂
−1
0 = JiM̂

−1
i−1∑
j=1

0j + 3̂
−1
i|p Fi|p. (59)

Substituting (53) and (59) into (50) and solving for ẍi yield

ẍi = JiM̂
−1

i−1∑
j=1

0j + 3̂
−1
i|p Fi|p − 3̂

−1
i
(
µ̂i + p̂i

)
, (60)

which is identical to (19). Therefore, (19) is proved. �

B. COMPUTATIONAL EFFORT FOR THE PROPOSED BIAS
ACCELERATION FORMULA
To compute ẍi,bias_P using (31), first, we need J̇iq̇ in addi-
tion to all the other terms that are computed to obtain the
prioritized control torque (17). J̇i can be obtained from
the numerical differentiation of Ji needing 2mn FLOPs [6].
Multiplication of J̇i and q̇ needs (2mn−m) FLOPs. Thus,
(4mn−m) FLOPs are needed for J̇iq̇. Secondly, the first term

of the proposed BAF, Ji
i−1∑
j=1

[
J̄j|p

(
ẍj|p,ref − J̇j|pq̇

)]
, needs to

be computed. For j = i−1, ẍj,ref − ẍj|bias providing ẍj|p,ref ,
subtraction of J̇j|pq̇ from ẍj|p,ref , andmultiplication of J̄j|p and(
ẍj|p,ref − J̇j|pq̇

)
require m FLOPs, m FLOPs, and (2mn−n)

FLOPs, respectively. Adding
[
J̄i−1|p

(
ẍi−1|p,ref− J̇i−1|pq̇

)]
to

i−2∑
j=1

[
J̄j|p

(
ẍj|p,ref − J̇j|pq̇

)]
, and multiplication of Ji and

i−1∑
j=1

[
J̄j|p

(
ẍj|p,ref − J̇j|pq̇

)]
need n FLOPs and (2mn−m)

FLOPs, respectively. Thus, in total, (4mn+m) FLOPs are
needed for the first term. Finally, summing all the three terms
of the proposed BAF, (31), needs 2m FLOPs.

Therefore, for a total of k−1 iterations, 2m(4n+1)(k−1)
FLOPs are needed for the proposed BAF.

C. THE DESIGN OF ẍi |p,ref
For position control tasks, the reference acceleration, ẍi|p,ref ,
for the ith task was designed as follows [6]:

ẍi|p,ref = ẍi,des +KDiėi +KPiei, and (61)

ei = xi,des − xi, (62)

where xi,des, ẋi,des, and ẍi,des denote the desired position,
velocity, and acceleration for the ith task, respectively; ei and
ėi position error and its first-time derivative, respectively; and
KDi and KPi the feedback gain matrices for the ith task.

For orientation control tasks, assuming a small orientation
error, the orientation error – used for constructing ẍi|p,ref
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in the place of position error – may be described using the
angle/axis representation [1], [33], and [34]:

eo = ro sinϕ, (63)

where eo denotes the orientation error, and ro and ϕ repre-
sent the rotation axis and angle of an equivalent angle/axis
representation between the desired orientation and the actual
orientation, respectively.
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